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About the Course training  

1. Duration-  

The Lectures will start from 10th October and will be till 20th Feb,  

The lectures will be on Saturday and Sunday, and on weekdays 1 hour would be required 

for revision and question solving. 

After 20th Feb we will be solving special question banks for 2 months. 

From 20th April onwards there we will be 10 full length FRM exams. 

  

2. How are we Different  

 We have the most experienced faculty in terms of work ex as well as teaching       

experience in the industry. 

 Focus on every student with each student having a dedicated FRM mentor who 

cleared FRM in the past 2 years only. 

 Rigorous training, we believe in clearing FRM in the first attempt only, so that is 

why we will be training for it more than any other coaching institute but our focus 

would be to understand whole Risk Management and not only FRM, so that you 

don’t only end up clearing FRM but you are also ready for the real practical world. 

 We understand that every person has a different pace of learning thus, Individual 

attention would be given to the student as this is a marathon and people tend to 

procrastinate in the middle leg, thus constant group webinars on the progress, 

small deadlines, individual specific tests would be kept. 

3. Sessions-  

the classes will be on Saturday and Sunday, and on week days there will be assignment 
of 2 hours each every day.   

 

4. Mode of Teaching-  

The mode of teaching is Live lectures, but if you miss any class you will also get recordings 

as well.  

Doubt clearing sessions are also conducted to help the student grasp the concept better. 

Each student will be added to a WhatsApp group where they can get their doubts cleared 

from the tutors.  

For question solving you will be given access to our web portal efinladder.com and 

everything will be provided there. 

 

 

 



  

5. Crux of the training-  

Who would be teaching –  

The lead instructor would be Tushar Kapoor FRM, he has 3 years of works ex in S&P ,    
7 and a half year experience in HSBC, 3 in Black Rock and currently has been working as 
the vice president on BNY Mellon since 3 years. 

Linked in Profile - https://www.linkedin.com/in/tushar-kapoor-frm 

There will be 2 more mentors for doubt solving and support  

Murrad Beigh - https://www.linkedin.com/in/murrad-beigh-a0679141 

Ishaan Arora - https://www.linkedin.com/in/ishaan-arora-555a51161 

 

6. What else are we providing-  

1. FRM group call discussing the progress, career prospects, internships etc. 

2.  Different Groups. 

2.1 International whatsapp group with more than 100 FRM’s. 

2.2 Group batch including mentors. 

2.3 Telegram group with more than 700 FRM aspirants. 

3. Revision classes. 

4. Recorded Lectures. 

5. All risk management  

 

7. Fees-  

We understand that (950 dollars) 70,000 rs is a huge sum for students to pay for level 1 

that too in early registration, thus we have made this course in a way so that no student 

would need to give the exam again, we will be focusing on rigorous training, with every 

student having a dedicated mentor helping throughout the course. 

 

There are two ways that you can enrol for the coaching 

Type 1 - If you enroll for the 100% refund policy then 25,000  
Type 2 - Otherwise normal without refund policy 18,000 , both would be absolutely 
same, same services and all, also in the 18,000 attempt if you do not clear, which 
would be highly unlikely since you'll be studying with the same students, you'll get 
another attempt's coaching absolutely free  
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 8. How do we trust our process so much?  

We used this exact same strategy to give FRM while we were preparing and cleared 
both levels of FRM in first attempt, so basically clearing FRM boils down to the 
discipline if you are ready to put in the efforts and time we can guarantee you that 
there is no way that you will not clear it in first attempt, we are ready to take a leap of 
faith in our training, and that is why we have introduced the money back policy, we 
know if you put in efforts there is a very rare chance of not clearing FRM, so if you join 
the classes either way, you’d get equal same attention and the focus would again be on 
everyone making it through. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


